INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, investor, consumer, and merchant confidence in cryptocurrencies has gradually increased. 1 Bitcoin, the most widely recognized cryptocurrency, has even been officially recognized as a legal form of tender in several countries, including Japan and Germany. 2 However, as Bitcoin's popularity has grown-being used for everything from buying pizza and booking flights to buying illegal drugs on online black markets-the transaction network has started to get bogged down. 3 Each Bitcoin transaction has an average processing time of ten to fifteen minutes. 4 This is because, at Bitcoin's creation, its developers designed the blocks to have a relatively low size limit to reduce spam transactions. 5 With this size limit, Bitcoin can only handle 4.4 transactions per second. 6 As the number of transactions increases, this processing speed makes Bitcoin transactions substantially slower than other major cryptocurrencies, such as Ethereum and Ripple, which can handle fifteen and 1500 transactions per second, respectively. 7 A major electronic payment processing system like Visa can handle more than 24,000 transactions per second. 8 Members of the Bitcoin community disagree on how to solve this scaling issue. While some support a block size increase, others do not want change. 9 Such a split within the Bitcoin community can cause the blockchain to fork 10 This was how the Bitcoin hard fork happened. 11 On August 1, 2017, the Bitcoin blockchain experienced a hard fork that resulted in Bitcoin holders receiving Bitcoin Cash at a ratio of one Bitcoin to one Bitcoin Cash. 12 At the time of the hard fork, one unit of Bitcoin Cash was worth $545.52. 13 As cryptocurrencies proliferated, forty-four similar hard forks occurred in the following year, which produced various new digital tokens. 14 These hard forks resulted in people around the world automatically receiving cryptocurrencies worth billions of dollars and raised various tax issues. 15 For example, how might such an accretion of wealth be taxed? Have recipients of forked coins realized taxable income? If so, when exactly is the income realized and how should the amount of the income be calculated? All these questions remain unanswered by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). 16 Despite the regular occurrence of cryptocurrency hard forks and the important implications for income tax law, the legal and regulatory environment for such events is not fully developed, especially in the area of taxation. 17 In the absence of useful guidance, many taxpayers have filed their tax returns in a state of genuine confusion and under the risk of penalties. 18 Others might have completely failed to report income generated through cryptocurrency events or transactions. 19 In fact, only 802 people reported Bitcoin on their tax returns in 2015. 20 As a result, the IRS had to use its John Doe summons authority 21 in November 2016 to seek the records of half a million Americans who held cryptocurrency between 2013 and 2015. 22 This Note proposes a regulatory framework for cryptocurrency hard fork taxation in the United States. While many questions remain in the taxation of sale, exchange, and use of cryptocurrency, this Note focuses exclusively on the tax implications of cryptocurrency hard forks. In addition, the scope of the proposal raised in this Note is limited to the taxation of forked coins held as capital assets in the hands of taxpayers. 23 Part I of this Note introduces the technology underlying a cryptocurrency hard fork, explores the traditional notion of taxable income in the context of cryptocurrency hard forks, and calls attention to the dearth of tax regulations addressing cryptocurrency hard forks in the United States. Part II explores several potential cryptocurrency hard fork taxation resolutions, including: (1) the direct application of traditional tax treatments to cryptocurrency hard forks, such as treating them like stock splits and stock dividends, corporate spin-offs, or treasure troves; (2) the American Bar Association's (ABA) and Association of International Certified Professional Accountants's (AICPA) recommendations to the IRS; and (3) the practices in other countries, such as Japan and the United Kingdom. Part III explains why none of the resolutions proposed in Part II are feasible solutions to remedy the current hard fork regulatory gap in the United States. Finally, Part IV proposes a detailed regulatory framework for cryptocurrency hard fork taxation in the United States and provides an illustration of the proposal to demonstrate its calculation.
I. CRYPTOCURRENCY HARD FORKS: ANOTHER EXAMPLE WHERE INCOME TAX LAW LAGS BEHIND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
To propose a regulatory framework for cryptocurrency hard fork taxation, it is necessary to outline the underlying technology of cryptocurrency hard forks and the current status of regulatory efforts in this area. Part I.A provides the technological background information necessary to understand cryptocurrency hard forks. Part I.B explains why forked coins are taxable income. Part I.C briefly introduces the existing regulations concerning 21 and Hard Forks A blockchain is a digitized public ledger that can efficiently record transactions in a verifiable and permanent way. 24 A cryptocurrency is a digital medium of exchange created, stored, and operated on a blockchain. 25 There are an estimated 1600 cryptocurrencies already available. 26 Among the most well-known are Bitcoin, Ripple, Litecoin, and Ethereum. 27 A hard fork occurs when a single blockchain splits into two due to a major change in the underlying rules of its protocol. 28 Unlike a soft fork, which is a backward-compatible method of upgrading a blockchain, 29 a hard fork is a software upgrade that is not backward-compatible. 30 to append blocks onto a new chain. 32 The result is a permanent divergence. 33 As long as there is support for the minority chain, both chains will exist and develop simultaneously. 34 A hard fork can occur for various reasons. For example, the Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash hard fork happened due to a disagreement within the Bitcoin community about the scaling of its currency. 35 Other hard forks are implemented to reverse transactions or fix important security risks. 36 An example of a hard fork implemented to reverse transactions is the Ethereum hard fork. On June 18, 2016, an attacker drained $70 million of Ether, a crypto token that fuels the Ethereum platform, from Ethereum's largest distributed autonomous organization-the "DAO." 37 To help investors get their money back, the Ethereum network implemented a hard fork in the blockchain that erased all transactions after the attack and created a new blockchain that was identical to the Ethereum blockchain prior to the attack. 38 An example of a hard fork implemented to mitigate security risks is the Ethereum Classic hard fork. 39 On October 25, 2016, Ethereum Classic forked to deal with transaction spam that was slowing down the network. 40 An important facet of hard forks is that users receive "free" coins. 41 To implement a hard fork, developers of the new chain take a "snapshot" of the ledger at a specific point in time to create a duplicate copy of the chain, which results in all holders of cryptocurrency on one chain holding an equal ratio of the forked coins on the new chain. 42 This Note focuses on hard forks because, unlike soft forks, they result in coin holders receiving assets in the form of new coins, which has income tax implications. 48 First, anything that causes an "accession to wealth" may be taxable income, regardless of form, source, or whether such an accession to wealth is expected. 49 Punitive damages, lottery winnings, and game show prizes all qualify as accessions to wealth, as do forked coins credited to investors after a cryptocurrency hard fork event. 50 Although the fluctuating price of this new property complicates the precise calculation of its fair market value, receipt of forked coins constitutes an accession of wealth. 51 Second, an accession to wealth is "clearly realized" when the item of value is actually received. 52 Income, although not actually reduced to a taxpayer's possession, is constructively received in the taxable year during which it is credited to the taxpayer's account or otherwise made available for withdrawal at any time. 53 However, income should not be deemed constructively received "if the taxpayer's control of its receipt is subject to substantial limitations." 54 In the context of hard forks, whether the forked coins are "clearly realized" depends on the way investors hold their cryptocurrencies. 55 Investors who own private keys to their digital wallets have likely constructively received the forked coins at the time of the hard fork because they only need to download a new software that is compatible with the forked coins to receive them. 56 Owners who have instant access to the forked coins are those who have private keys to their own digital wallets. A private key is a string of random characters used to secure the coins held in the wallet. For more information about private keys software download requirement is not unduly burdensome for a reasonably experienced computer user. 57 Since forked coins are already credited to these investors' personal accounts and are available for withdrawal after a few simple steps, investors cannot escape realization by refusing to download the new software to avoid the receipt of forked coins. 58 Investors who own cryptocurrencies through a third-party exchange, on the other hand, need not download the software because the third-party exchange downloads the software for them, thereby "supporting" the forked coin created in the hard fork. 59 However, many third-party exchanges take no action to claim the forked coins until the security risks have been evaluated and mitigated. 60 Since these investors' receipt of forked coins is subject to substantial limitations, that is, the third-party exchange's decision to download the software and support the forked coins, their accession to wealth is not "clearly realized" at the time of the hard fork. 61 Third, "complete dominion" generally requires taxpayers to have "full ownership and control over the accession to wealth." 62 For forked coins that are already credited to investors' accounts, there is no limit on ownership or control. 63 Owners of these forked coins are "free to transfer, sell, or otherwise dispose" of the forked coins without limitation. 64 Questions of control exist for investors who own cryptocurrencies through a third-party exchange. 65 No transfer, sale, or any form of disposal can be implemented before the third-party exchanges declare their support for the forked coins. 66 Applying the Glenshaw Glass test to forked coins, this Note concludes that whether forked coins are taxable income depends on their ownership status. Forked coins that are already credited to investors' accounts, or otherwise made available to them through an easy software download, constitute taxable income as there is an undeniable accession to wealth, clearly realized, and over which investors have complete dominion. 67 When investors own forked coins through third-party exchanges that have not yet declared their support for the forked coins, the accession to wealth is not realized and investors do not have complete dominion over it. 68 
B. Are Forked Coins

C. A Lack of Tax Regulations on Cryptocurrency Hard Forks Against the Background of the 2017 Tax Reform
In May 2013, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) published a report exploring the potential tax-compliance risks associated with virtual currencies and economies. 70 Legislators have also taken particular interest in cryptocurrencies. 71 On August 13, 2013, the U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security announced plans to inquire into a regulatory framework for Bitcoin. 72 Despite the increasing regulatory effort in the area of cryptocurrency, none of the current regulations address the tax treatment of cryptocurrency hard forks. 73 On April 14, 2014, the IRS issued Notice 2014-21, which described how general tax principles apply to virtual currency transactions. 74 The Notice made clear that cryptocurrency is treated as "property" for federal tax purposes and, therefore, general tax principles applicable to property transactions will apply to cryptocurrency transactions. 75 While this classification may be clear enough for taxpayers who have invested in cryptocurrencies and later sold them for profit, it provides no guidance on how taxpayers should treat funds received through cryptocurrency events such as hard forks. 76 Notice 2014-21 only addressed the federal tax consequences of "transactions in, or transactions that use, convertible virtual currency" 77 and did not address tax consequences of cryptocurrency hard forks. 78 The implications of existing regulations and their development must also be viewed in the context of the 2017 tax reform. " [O] n December 22, 2017, President Trump signed into law the most sweeping tax revision in decades." 79 Although this tax reform does not involve regulatory efforts concerning cryptocurrency hard forks, it may indirectly impact legislative and regulatory progress on this issue. 80 As the IRS implements the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, it has fewer resources available to allocate to other functions, such as issuing advice on how to tax cryptocurrency hard forks. 81 Despite renewed requests from the AICPA, 82 the primary professional organization for accounting professionals, the IRS has not yet responded to either of the AICPA's recommendations. 83 The massive change and continued instability related to the new tax law may further complicate the development of an official tax treatment of cryptocurrency hard forks. 84 
II. PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES: DIRECT APPLICATION OF EXISTING TAX
REGULATIONS, ADOPTION OF RECENT RECOMMENDATIONS, OR REFERENCE TO FOREIGN PRACTICES This Part examines several proposals to resolve the lack of regulation in the area of cryptocurrency hard forks. Specifically, Part II.A discusses events that have often been analogized to cryptocurrency hard forks, such as stock splits and dividends, corporate spin-offs, and treasure troves. Explanations of their tax treatments are provided to lay a solid foundation for discussing whether these tax treatments are directly applicable to cryptocurrency hard forks. Part II.B examines the ABA's and AICPA's recent recommendations to the IRS on cryptocurrency hard fork taxation. Part II.C examines the current practices of cryptocurrency hard fork taxation in other countries, such as Japan and the United Kingdom.
A. Imperfect Analogies: Stock Splits and Dividends, Corporate Spin-Offs,
and Treasure Troves A stock split occurs when a company issues "two or more new shares in exchange for each old share without changing the proportional ownership interests of each shareholder." 85 One of the best-known examples of stock splits in recent years is the seven-for-one split of Apple shares in 2014. 86 After the split, each share that was originally traded at $645.57 became seven 80 shares worth $92 each. 87 A stock dividend, on the other hand, is "a dividend paid in stock expressed as a percentage of the number of shares already held by a shareholder." 88 Scholars have discussed the similarity between hard forks and stock splits or stock dividends. 89 Just as stock splits and stock dividends increase the number of stocks owned by stockholders, hard forks increase the total number of cryptocurrencies owned by coin holders. 90 Under current income tax law, stock splits and stock dividends that do not result in a change in the recipient's proportionate ownership of the issuing company are generally not taxable events. 91 A corporate spin-off is "[a] corporate divestiture in which a division of a corporation becomes an independent company and stock of the new company is distributed [pro rata] to the corporation's shareholders." 92 The amount of stock in the new company that a shareholder receives during a spin-off depends on the amount of stock she held in the original corporation. 93 An example of a corporate spin-off is PayPal's spin-off from eBay on July 17, 2015. 94 After the spin-off, each eBay shareholder received one share of PayPal common stock per eBay share. 95 Corporate spin-offs are commonly compared to cryptocurrency hard forks. 96 to the IRS This section examines the ABA and AICPA comment letters. Both letters propose potential tax treatments of cryptocurrency hard forks to the IRS. The background and content of the comment letters are explained and compared to highlight the major differences between the two recommendations.
On March 19, 2018, the ABA Section of Taxation submitted a comment letter regarding the tax treatment of cryptocurrency hard forks for taxable year 2017. 103 In the letter, the Section of Taxation asked the IRS to create a "temporary rule, in the form of a safe-harbor," for investment gains realized from cryptocurrency hard forks in 2017 while the IRS considered how to handle the phenomenon permanently moving forward. 104 Specifically, the ABA comment letter recommended that the IRS treat taxpayers who owned cryptocurrencies that experienced a hard fork in 2017 as having realized the forked coin in a taxable event. 105 The forked coin's value at the time of the hard fork would be deemed zero, which would also constitute the taxpayer's basis in the forked coin. 106 By deeming the basis zero, the guidance preserves the full value of the forked coins for taxation. 107 The holding period 108 in the forked coins starts on the day of the hard fork. 109 Taxpayers who choose to follow this safe-harbor treatment are required to disclose the forked coins on their tax returns, 110 but they need not pay taxes for the forked coins until they sell or otherwise dispose of them, at which point the coins would be taxed as capital gains at their full market According to Karen Hawkins, the chair of the Section of Taxation, the recommended guidance avoids difficult timing and valuation issues and provides valuable information to the IRS about holders of the original and forked cryptocurrencies. 112 The ABA acknowledged that the recommended guidance may differ from the position the IRS eventually takes toward cryptocurrency hard forks, but it believed that the safe-harbor rule represented a reasonable interpretation of the law. 113 On May 30, 2018, the AICPA submitted a letter to the IRS requesting additional guidance on items addressed in Notice 2014-21, as well as new issues such as chain splits. 114 It also suggested tax treatments for virtual currency events such as hard forks. 115 This is the second comment letter the AICPA has submitted on Notice 2014-21; the first was submitted on June 10, 2016. 116 The 2016 AICPA comment letter had not received any response from the IRS when AICPA renewed their request for additional guidance. 117 In comparison to the ABA comment letter, the 2018 AICPA comment letter proposed to give taxpayers more flexibility by recognizing that taxpayers have the option to report cryptocurrency events as they deem appropriate. 118 It recommended that taxpayers be allowed to choose to report the hard fork within thirty days "by making an 'Election to Include a Virtual Currency Event as Ordinary Income in Year of Transfer,' similar (but not subject) to the process for making an election under section 83(b)." 119 For taxpayers who so chose, if they hold forked coins as capital assets, future disposition of the asset would generate a capital gain or loss and the income reported would become the basis in the virtual currency. 120 For taxpayers who choose not to make such an election, the hard fork should be reported as ordinary income when they later dispose of the fork coins. As for the tax basis 122 and holding period, the 2018 AICPA comment letter agreed with the ABA comment letter and suggested that the value of forked coins should be deemed zero at the time of the hard fork, which becomes the basis of forked coins. 123 Specifically, the letter explained that the U.S. dollar translation for a new cryptocurrency happens at "the exact second a transaction takes place." 124 Since no track record is available when the forked coin comes into existence, the price discovery at the exact second of the hard fork is, in theory, zero. 125 The holding period begins on the date of distribution. 126 The AICPA comment letter also used the example of the Bitcoin hard fork to illustrate its recommendation. 127 In addition, both the ABA and AICPA comment letters realized that some cryptocurrency owners hold cryptocurrencies through third-party exchanges that may issue forked coins on a date after the hard fork for compatibility reasons. 128
C. Foreign Practices: The Tax Treatment of Hard Forks in Japan
and the United Kingdom In December 2017, Japan's National Tax Agency published a set of guidelines for taxing profits arising from the use or sale of virtual currency, including Bitcoin. 129 As one of the leading countries in blockchain technology and initial coin offerings, 130 Japan's legislation has attracted worldwide attention. 131 This legislation categorizes profits from cryptocurrency transactions as "miscellaneous income," which is subject to the highest tax rate in Japan. 132 These profits include any gains arising from cryptocurrency transactions, 122. Tax basis refers to "[t]he value assigned to a taxpayer's investment in property." Tax Basis, BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014). It usually represents the cost of acquiring the property, "including the purchase price plus commissions and other related expenses, less depreciation and other adjustments." Id. Tax basis is "used primarily for computing gain or loss from a transfer of the property." Id.
123. See AICPA, supra note 114, at 6. 124. Id. 125. Price discovery refers to the act of determining the price of a security, commodity, good, or service through studying factors such as supply and demand. Hard forks are subject to price discovery, which creates unique challenges in determining the dollar value of new cryptocurrencies. mining, and forks. 133 Under Japanese law, taxpayers will only pay taxes at the sale or disposal of forked coins; no tax liability will arise if they are only holding the coins and not trading them. 134 The cost of acquisition of forked coins is deemed zero, which means the entire sale price constitutes profit. 135 The ABA comment letter follows most of these positions. 136 In the United Kingdom, Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs (HMRC), a nonministerial department of the U.K. government responsible for tax collection, recently updated its Capital Gains Manual in response to the cryptocurrency boom in 2017. 137 The manual states that cryptocurrency is considered an asset subject to capital gains tax. 138 It also clarifies how to calculate gains and losses and the tax treatment of hard forks. 139 The Capital Gains Manual takes a unique approach to calculate the basis of forked coins. It suggests that the acquisition cost of the new cryptocurrency depends on how the new cryptocurrency is distributed. 140 Where each holder of the original coins is given an equivalent amount of the forked coins, the Taxation of Chargeable Gains Act 1992 may apportion an appropriate amount of the acquisition cost of the original coins to the forked coins. 141 In other words, taxpayers may assign part of their acquisition cost of the original coins as the acquisition cost of the forked coins. 142 Or rights or interests in or over assets may be created or extinguished. As a result of these changes, the value of an asset disposed of may derive from some other asset in the same ownership. In such circumstances, in determining the appropriate expenditure to be allowed as a deduction in computing the gain on the disposal, you should trace the allowable expenditure on any asset or assets from which the asset disposed of is 'derived' through the various changes. You should allow an appropriate proportion of the allowable expenditure which falls within paragraph (a) and ( 
III. THE INAPPLICABILITY OF EXISTING TAX REGULATIONS TO CRYPTOCURRENCY HARD FORKS AND THE IMPRACTICABILITY OF DIRECT ADOPTION OF RECOMMENDED GUIDANCE AND FOREIGN PRACTICES
This Part examines the possibility of applying the existing tax regulations to cryptocurrency hard forks and the practicability of directly adopting the recommended guidelines and foreign practices. Part III.A dismisses the possibility of applying the existing tax treatments of stock splits, dividends, corporate spin-offs, or treasure troves to cryptocurrency hard forks. Comparisons between cryptocurrency hard forks and other events are employed to emphasize the unique characteristics of cryptocurrency hard forks. Part III.B critiques ABA and AICPA recommendations and the current practices in Japan and the United Kingdom. Although this Note argues that none of the existing resolutions or foreign practices are ideal, they are all instructive in shaping the final proposal in Part IV.
A. Why Hard Forks Cannot Be Taxed as Stock Splits, Dividends,
Corporate Spin-Offs, or Treasure Troves First, the tax treatment of stock splits is not directly applicable to cryptocurrency hard forks due to the substantial differences between the two events. Despite some superficial similarities with hard forks, 144 stock splits and stock dividends that do not result in a change in the recipient's proportionate ownership create no additional value for stockholders. 145 In other words, although the number of shares increases in stock splits and stock dividends, the total dollar value of the shares remains equal to the presplit value. 146 Hard forks, on the other hand, add real value to coin holders by creating two separate blockchains and distributing new coins that have dollar value. 147 Since income tax is levied upon accretion of wealth, this fundamental difference warrants a different tax treatment. 148 Moreover, given the decentralized nature of cryptocurrencies, they do not fit neatly into the definition of "securities." 149 Extending the tax treatment of stock splits or stock dividends to cryptocurrency hard forks would likely require congressional action. 150 If Congress were to enact legislation addressing cryptocurrency hard fork taxation, they should take account of the attributes that distinguish hard forks from securities, stock splits, and stock dividends rather than twisting the nature of hard forks to fit them under the umbrella of stock splits or stock dividends. 151 Second, cryptocurrency hard forks do not fit well into the existing provisions that allow nonrecognition treatment of corporate spin-offs. 152 Admittedly, a corporate spin-off may be the closest analogy to a hard fork, 153 not only because both distributions are pro rata but, more importantly, because corporate spin-offs also involve the creation of a separate entity. 154 But even this analogy is imperfect because it lacks the aspect of replication that is present in a hard fork. 155 While the new blockchain that a hard fork creates is a duplicate of the original chain and shares the same transactional history, 156 the entity that a corporate spin-off creates does not replicate the original entity. 157 Instead, it is usually a division of the original entity before the spin-off. 158 Therefore, unlike in a corporate spin-off where there is a "distributing corporation" and a "controlled corporation" immediately before the distribution, 159 only one blockchain exists before the hard fork. 160 This renders the language in § 355 inapplicable to cryptocurrency hard forks. Additionally, while § 355 specifically refers to "stock and securities," 161 cryptocurrencies should not be considered "stock or securities" for tax purposes. 162 Therefore, the IRS is likely to view the direct application of § 355 to cryptocurrency hard forks as an aggressive tax position. 163 Third, hard forks are too deliberate to be considered "found" by their recipients and therefore should not be taxed in the same way as treasure troves. 164 Cryptocurrency owners "know, should know, and may even anticipate" that they will acquire chain-split coins by holding cryptocurrencies. 165 the decision to hard fork. Just like treasure trove regulations should not apply to professional treasure hunters, commercial fishermen, big-game hunters, or miners, 166 treasure trove regulations should not apply to hard forks because forked coins are not accidentally found, but are deliberately created. 167 Owners of the original coins participated in the hard fork decision or even made their investment decisions because of the planned hard fork. 168 This fundamental difference between hard forks and treasure troves renders the tax treatment of treasure troves inapplicable to hard forks. 169 
B. Critiques of the ABA and AICPA Recommendations
and Other Countries' Practices This Part discusses the flaws in the ABA's and AICPA's recommendations to the IRS and the inapplicability of other countries' practices to the United States. Specifically, Part III.B.1 examines their proposed time of realization and concludes that the assumption that forked coins are realized at the time of the hard fork is overbroad. Part III.B.2 critiques the proposed valuation and tax basis of forked coins and argues that the assumption that the tax basis of forked coins is zero does not apply to all cryptocurrencies. Part III.B.3 discusses the substantial revenue loss that may be caused by levying tax only at the sale of the forked coins.
The Assumption That Forked Coins Are Realized at the Time of the Hard Fork Is Overbroad
According to the recommendations in the ABA comment letter, owners of cryptocurrencies that were subject to a hard fork in 2017 should be deemed to realize the forked coins at the time of the fork, regardless of whether the owners had instant access to the forked coins or had to wait for a third-party exchange to distribute the coins. 170 However, this assumption is overbroad. Those who own cryptocurrencies through a third-party exchange usually have no immediate access to the forked coins at the time of the hard fork. 171 If the third-party exchange decides not to honor the new coins at the moment of the fork, no forked coin will be distributed to these investors. 172 Consequently, the assumption that all forked coins are realized at the time of the hard fork is overbroad and unfair to cryptocurrency owners who hold their coins through a third-party exchange.
For example, in February 2018, a hard fork occurred on the Litecoin blockchain that created a new digital token called Litecoin Cash. 173 Coinbase, a leading cryptocurrency exchange desk, has no plan to add Litecoin Cash to its platform at present. 174 As a result, investors who own Litecoin through Coinbase have not obtained access to Litecoin Cash yet. 175 It is possible that these investors may never be credited with Litecoin Cash if Coinbase ultimately decides not to honor this new digital token. 176 Deeming these investors as having realized the forked coins is contrary to reality.
The Assumption That the Tax Basis of Forked Coins Is Zero
Is Arbitrary
According to both the ABA and AICPA comment letters, the value of forked coins at the time of the hard fork should be deemed zero, which would also be the taxpayer's basis in the forked coins. 177 Japan's current practice takes the same position. 178 However, this assumption does not take into consideration a forked coin's pre-fork status on futures markets and its market price immediately after the hard fork. 179 Therefore, such an assumption is, at best, overinclusive as it works for certain forked coins but not others. 180 It is true that, in many cases, exchange listings do not take place for several days because third-party exchanges must upgrade their systems to make them compatible with the forked coin. 181 For example, Ethereum Classic had no readily ascertainable value at the time of the hard fork. 182 It was neither traded on futures markets nor listed on cryptocurrency exchanges soon after the hard fork. 183 However, the zero-value assumption does not work for the Bitcoin hard fork. Bitcoin Cash had been traded on futures markets for weeks prior to the hard fork. 184 Its price on these futures markets was approximately $275 at the time of the hard fork on August 1, 2017. 185 Cash began trading almost immediately on many cryptocurrency exchanges. 186 Under these circumstances, it is unreasonable to assume that the value of Bitcoin Cash was zero at the time of the hard fork. Unlike the zero-value assumption proposed by the ABA and AICPA comment letters, the United Kingdom's Capital Gains Manual allows taxpayers to apportion an appropriate amount of the acquisition cost of the original coins to the new forked coins. 187 This method of calculation, at least in theory, allows for greater accuracy because it reflects the nature of the acquisition of forked coins. Forked coins may seem to be "free money" if we look at the hard fork as an isolated event. 188 However, but for the initial investment in the original coins, no forked coin will be credited to the coin holder. 189 It is therefore reasonable to assign a portion of the initial investment to the acquisition cost of the forked coins. 190 The problem is determining how much the taxpayers should apportion. 191 The British government requires that the apportionment be "appropriate," but it otherwise provides little additional guidance on this issue. 192 
Taxing at the Sale of Forked Coins May Cause Substantial Losses in Tax Revenue
Although the ABA comment letter proposes to require taxpayers to disclose the forked coins on their tax returns, it does not propose to require taxpayers to pay taxes for the forked coins unless they later sell or otherwise dispose of them. 193 This is also the Japanese taxing authority's approach. 194 However, this tax treatment essentially permits an unlimited tax deferral. 195 The recommended guidance in the AICPA comment letter would allow taxpayers to delay reporting of hard fork events until they later dispose of the forked coins. 196 Such a tax treatment may lead to tax evasion, which can cause substantial losses in U.S. tax revenue. 197 Under this tax treatment, taxpayers could simply avoid their tax obligations by spending the forked coins in countries where cryptocurrency transactions are tax-free. 198 Since the hard fork was not reported to the IRS up front, it is extremely difficult for such a realization event in a foreign country to be detected. 199 For example, Germany now regards Bitcoin as the equivalent of legal tender for tax purposes when used as a means of payment. 200 This means if taxpayers use 0.1 unit of Bitcoin to buy lunch in Germany, they will not be taxed for the sale or exchange of that 0.1 unit. 201 Since taxpayers have not reported the hard fork event on their tax returns, they can easily avoid their tax obligations by spending the forked coins in cryptocurrency tax-haven countries like Germany without worrying about IRS detection. 202 Given the increasing transaction volume of cryptocurrencies, the potential loss of tax revenue under this tax treatment will be considerable and should not be overlooked. 203 In fact, Congress has already expressed its concerns about the potential tax evasion problems that cryptocurrencies cause. 204 Admittedly, the recommended guidance in the AICPA comment letter attempts to provide incentives for taxpayers to report the hard fork and pay taxes upfront. 205 The letter suggested that, for taxpayers who choose to report the hard fork within thirty days by making an "Election to Include a Virtual Currency Event as Ordinary Income in Year of Transfer," 206 future disposition of the asset will generate a capital gain or loss that is subject to a lower tax rate if the taxpayer holds the forked coins for more than one year. 207 Otherwise, the hard fork should be reported as ordinary income when taxpayers later dispose of the forked coins. 208 However, treating profits made from hard forks as ordinary income is inconsistent with the nature of cryptocurrency hard forks.
Since cryptocurrency owners hold the original coins for personal or investment purposes, the original coins should be considered capital assets. 209 The sale or exchange of capital assets should generate capital gains or losses. 210 Although hard forks do not involve the sale of original coins, profits made from hard forks are similar in nature to those made from the sale of original coins as both profits are derived from the ownership of the original coins. 211 As demonstrated, existing tax regulations are not directly applicable to cryptocurrency hard forks; neither are the ABA and AICPA proposals or foreign practices. It is therefore necessary to explore a specific tax treatment for cryptocurrency hard forks.
IV. PROPOSAL: THE TAX TREATMENT FOR CRYPTOCURRENCY HARD FORKS IN THE UNITED STATES
This Part proposes a detailed tax treatment for cryptocurrency hard forks in the United States. Part IV.A proposes a two-pronged tax for cryptocurrency hard forks and explains how this tax treatment can help relieve both cryptocurrency tax deferral and tax evasion problems. It also addresses the potential liquidity concern that taxpayers may not have enough cash to pay tax before they sell the forked coins. Part IV.B explains the other essential elements of the proposed tax treatment, including the tax basis, valuation, tax rate, and applicable holding period of the forked coins. Finally, Part IV.C illustrates the proposed tax treatment through an example.
A. When Should the Tax Be Imposed?
This Note proposes a two-pronged tax for cryptocurrency hard forks. A first tax should be imposed on the profit made from the hard fork event at the time when forked coins are credited to investors' accounts or otherwise made available to them in a way that actual possession and control are undisputed. A second tax should be imposed on the profit derived from the disposition of forked coins at the time when taxpayers sell or otherwise dispose of the forked coins. There is no double taxation issue 212 because the calculation of basis is different for the two taxes. 213 This tax treatment prevents taxpayers from unlimitedly deferring their tax obligations and partially addresses the tax evasion problem. 214 Since taxpayers must report and pay taxes when forked coins are actually distributed to their accounts, no tax deferral or evasion is possible for the portion of profit made directly from the hard fork event itself. As for the other portion-the profit made from the sale of forked coins-since taxpayers have reported hard fork events upfront, the IRS will have the ability to investigate and detect unreported realization events related to the reported forked coins.
Another possible solution, which is the current practice in Japan, is to ignore the initial accession to wealth at the time of the hard fork and only tax the forked coins at their sale. 215 This solution avoids the difficulties in valuation because the ultimate sales price, which is readily available from the transactional record, can be used directly as the valuation of forked coins. 216 This solution also avoids liquidity concerns because taxpayers would have a cash inflow to pay taxes at the time they sell the forked coins. 217 However, the convenience brought by this solution should not take priority over well-established tax principles in the United States. 218 Substantial case law supports realizing gains even in the face of complete illiquidity and difficulties in valuation. 219 For example, treasure troves, prizes, awards, and similar forms of income may trigger immediate realizations, and taxpayers do not always have the luxury of waiting until a sale. 220 Difficulty of valuation and nonliquidity are "convenience" factors that are matters of degree, which are not present in many found-property cases. 221 Consequently, "[m]ere nonliquidity, difficulty of valuation, or a possibility of forfeiture should not be a bar to current realization." 222 Opponents argue that ignoring liquidity problems is essentially forcing investors to sell their property to pay taxes. 223 This argument is weak in the case of a hard fork because cryptocurrency investors usually have advance notice of hard fork events. 224 Some may even have participated in the hard fork decisions themselves. 225 Therefore, investors who intend to hold on to the forked coins should be able to prepare in advance to fulfill the tax obligations triggered by the hard fork event. This is the rationale behind imposing tax consequences on a significant modification of debt. 226 A modification of a debt instrument may result in a cognizable taxable exchange of the old debt instrument for a new debt instrument. 227 Even without a direct cash inflow, such debt modification is deemed taxable partly because taxpayers have advance notice of or have actively sought such modification. 228 Taking into account the advance notice that coin holders have, the mere fact that some coin holders may have to sell assets to satisfy their tax obligations should not preclude adopting a requirement that they pay tax on the profit made from the hard fork event itself.
From a policy perspective, the government has an incentive to encourage investment in capital markets to stimulate economic growth through pooling domestic savings to mobilize capital for productive projects. 229 Forcing taxpayers to sell their stocks to satisfy their tax obligations is therefore not a sound policy. 230 Similar incentives might not exist for cryptocurrency investments. Whether cryptocurrency investments will impact the real economy positively or negatively is still unclear. 231 Consequently, the government may be less reluctant to force taxpayers to sell forked coins to pay taxes.
B. Tax Basis, Valuation, Tax Rate, and Holding Period
This section explains other essential elements of the proposed tax treatment, including the tax basis, valuation, tax rate, and applicable holding period of the forked coins. 232 This Note addresses practical concerns, such as the inefficiency of the cryptocurrency market, the indirect possession of forked coins through third-party exchanges, and the fluctuating trading prices of forked coins, in its concrete proposal.
Tax Basis
This Note suggests that, when determining basis, the IRS should borrow from the practice in the United Kingdom, which allows investors to assign part of the cost of acquisition of the original coins to the basis of the forked coins. To provide more clarity and certainty for taxpayers, the IRS should further prescribe a recommended formula for such apportionment. For example, the recommended formula could prescribe that the apportionment should be made according to the relative value of the original coins to the forked coins. In other words, the apportionment should be calculated by dividing the value of forked coins by the total value of forked coins and the original coins. To illustrate, if the original coin is worth $1000 and the forked coin is worth $500, taxpayers may apportion one-third of the acquisition cost of the original coin to the basis of the forked coin. 233 Allowing apportionment of basis not only better reflects the nature of the acquisition of forked coins, 234 but it also partially relieves the liquidity concern as taxpayers' tax obligations are lowered after the apportionment. 235 Of course, the tax obligation upon sale of the original coins will increase as the basis assigned to the original coins is reduced. But since taxpayers only pay taxes on profit made from the original coins at the disposition of such coins, taxpayers should have sufficient cash inflow to pay taxes.
Valuation
Valuation is not a problem for the second tax since the ultimate sales price will be readily available to determine profits. 236 Therefore, this section only focuses on the valuation of forked coins for the purposes of the first tax.
Valuation of forked coins may vary from taxpayer to taxpayer for the first tax, depending on the third-party exchanges she uses and the time of actual distribution of forked coins to her accounts. 237 To fairly determine the valuation of forked coins, two main issues must be clarified.
First, the trading price of a cryptocurrency can be different on each thirdparty exchange due to the different supply and demand for that cryptocurrency on various exchanges. 238 Since cryptocurrency exchanges are not connected, moving coins across exchanges can be inefficient and requires substantial collateral. 239 This makes arbitrage more difficult for traders and thus allows price differences to persist for longer than they would in a more efficient market. 240 Second, theoretically speaking, the price of forked coins on the date of the actual distribution should be used for valuation. 241 However, the fluctuating prices of cryptocurrencies are unfair to investors who received the forked coins on a day when the coins were traded at an abnormally high price. For example, on August 2, 2017, the price of Bitcoin Cash was $473.03, yet it dropped to $267.76 two days later. 242 Assuming the same tax rate and basis, taxpayers who received the forked coins on August 2, only two days earlier, must pay taxes on the extra $205.27 profit, which represents almost twice the tax responsibility than that of taxpayers who received their coins on August 4. In this case, the investors who received the forked coins two days earlier are unfairly taxed because they may not have a real opportunity to sell the forked coins due to the limited demand for those coins on third-party exchanges immediately after the hard fork. 243 Taking these two factors into consideration, this Note suggests that, for investors who hold cryptocurrency through a third-party exchange, the IRS should use the forked coin's thirty-day average trading price on the specific exchange the investor uses to value the forked coins. The thirty-day period should start from the date of actual distribution of forked coins, or the date when the forked coins were listed, whichever is later. As for investors who hold cryptocurrencies in their own digital wallets, the IRS may use the forked coin's thirty-day average trading price on a few designated major cryptocurrency exchanges in the United States instead. Since these investors have access to the forked coins immediately after the hard fork, the thirtyday period starts on the date when the forked coins were listed on major cryptocurrency exchanges. In the event that the cryptocurrency owner sells the forked coins within thirty days, the sales price is readily available to be used as the valuation of the forked coins. 244 Using the thirty-day average trading price as valuation not only avoids the unfairness created by the fluctuating price, but it also avoids the practical concern that some forked coins may not be immediately listed after the hard fork. 245 The different valuation methods for investors who hold forked coins through third-party exchanges and those who hold forked coins in their own digital wallets further allow the IRS to consider taxpayers' different times of realization and the different trading prices on various exchanges. 246 This Note acknowledges that, should the cryptocurrency market become more efficient in the future, it may no longer be necessary to use the thirty-day average trading price to value a certain cryptocurrency. In an efficient market, prices of a certain cryptocurrency should be the same on all exchanges. 247 
Tax Rate and Holding Period
Taxpayers who hold cryptocurrencies as capital assets realize a capital gain or loss on the sale or exchange of cryptocurrencies. 248 For these taxpayers, both the receipt of forked coins through a hard fork and the sale of such coins thereafter give rise to capital gain or loss and are subject to the capital gains tax rate. 249 Generally, taxpayers who hold the asset for more than one year before disposal are subject to the long-term capital gain tax, and those who hold the asset for one year or less are subject to the short-term capital gain tax. 250 Investors who hold forked coins for longer than a year can benefit from a reduced tax rate on their profits. 251 For 2018, the long-term capital gains tax rates are 0, 15, or 20 percent for most taxpayers. 252 Short-term capital gains, however, are taxed at the same rate as ordinary income. 253 Whether a taxpayer has held the cryptocurrency for more than one year depends on the calculation of the holding period. 254 This Note suggests that, for the purposes of the first tax, the holding period should depend on how long the taxpayer has held the original coins; during the second tax, the holding period should depend on how long the taxpayer has held the forked coins.
This calculation of the holding period more closely reflects the nature of capital gains or losses. 255 But for investors' holding of the original coins, no forked coins will be credited to investors at the time of the hard fork. 256 Assuming the thirty-day average trading price of Bitcoin Cash on Coinbase was $2551.49, 257 the holding period of the original coins, rather than the new coins, should be used to calculate the first tax. The underlying rationale is the same as allowing assignment of initial investment to the acquisition cost of the forked coins. 258 Since the second tax is imposed on the profit made from holding and selling the forked coins, which became independent tokens after the hard fork, an investor's position in the original coins becomes irrelevant when calculating the holding period for the purpose of the second tax. 259 Thus, the holding period of the forked coins should be used instead.
If the price of forked coins drops and generates capital losses that exceed capital gains, the excess can be deducted and used to reduce other income, such as wages, up to an annual limit of $3000. 260 If the total net capital loss is more than the yearly limit on capital loss deductions, taxpayers can carry over the unused part to the next year and treat it as if they incurred it in that next year to reduce their tax obligation. 261 C 
CONCLUSION
Given the high frequency of cryptocurrency hard forks and the large amount of taxable income involved, taxpayers who hold forked coins are calling for clear guidance from the IRS. Despite the increasing regulatory efforts concerning cryptocurrency, cryptocurrency hard fork taxation is yet to be emphasized. To fill this regulatory gap, this Note proposes a detailed tax treatment for cryptocurrency hard forks. It suggests that practical issues, such as the varying distribution times of forked coins and the market inefficiency of cryptocurrency exchanges, should be considered when determining the valuation of forked coins. It also makes a concrete proposal on the timing of taxation, tax basis, and the holding period. In coming to this proposal, this Note examines various traditional tax law doctrines and refers to foreign practices on cryptocurrency hard fork taxation. By imposing a two-pronged tax on cryptocurrency hard forks, this proposal is not only closer to the nature of hard forks, but also partially addresses the potential tax deferral and evasion problems that are present in existing recommendations.
